Roll call and Attendance
Review Open Meeting Norms
Ms. Cohen presented the budget for 2021-2022 school year
  Data driven
    1 additional Math position
    1 additional Inclusion position (based on LVTI Discovery numbers)
    1 Data Analyst and Test Coordinator Administrator
    1 Parent Liaison
    1 Social Worker
    1 Guidance Counselor

Remote Learning Budget
  Kyle and Lysa discussed student of the month activities for their cohorts.
    Going well
    Still is hard to motivate some students
    Online fatigue is real and setting in

8th Grade Graduation
  Ideas for how the ceremony will happen
    Roughly 350 students in the 8th grade
    Separate the ceremony by cohort
    Pre-recorded speeches for each ceremony
    Possibly use both sides of the stage (gym and cafeteria)

Molly suggested this be the last School Council meeting for this school year. Once April and in person comes the school will be hectic. The Council agreed that our next meeting will be in the fall of 2021.